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1.1

Welcome

1

This utility allows you to track serialized items in Store Operations from time of receipt through date
sold. Serial Editor can be run in POS and Manager, or as a standalone application on a back office
workstation or service department PC.
Serial Editor is designed to work with Store Operations or Store Operations in a HeadQuarters
environment. Serial Editor is only installed on PCs where Store Operations is installed or on networked
PCs with access to the Store Operations database.
You can use Serial Editor to:
Record date of assembly and assembler name/ID
Assign temporary box numbers to serialized items
Monitor built vs. boxed quantities
Locate and sell a serialized item in POS
View available, committed, sold and offline units
Eliminate paper based control tickets
View filtered build lists of items that are not currently assembled
Assign a specific serial number to a layaway or workorder in POS*
Select an out-of-stock item and convert the sale to a workorder or layaway
Print barcode labels for items by selected purchase order or by unit
*This allows you to select which serialized unit is allocated to an order and track it within Serial Editor,
including committed quantity and associated customer account.
A special report included with Serial Editor will list all unsold serialized inventory available for purchase,
or all assembled units with assembler and assembly date. This report can also be used to plan
assemblies or manage assembly spiffs for service personnel.
We suggest you use Serial Editor exclusively to manage serialized units that need to be
assembled.
NOTE: For Serial Editor to work properly your serialized items must contain no more than one serial
number per item. Serial Editor uses SN1 for the serial number, SN2 to indicate Assembler, and SN3 for
Assembly Date. Sales Rep is used to assign an Assembler ID.
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain
with CC0 1.0.

1.2

What's New?
The following enhancements have been added since the initial release of Serial Editor.
By December 2021
Removed licensing requirement, expiry date, and copyright restriction.
This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CCO 1.0.
To view a copy of this license, visit: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
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November 2016
Increased form width so count stats next to Help button can show counts of 1000's
January 2014
Updated licensing routine to show expiry date in header when 30 days remain, starts flashing when
15 days remain, and displays registration key form upon startup when 5 days remain
June 2012
Changed email message used for sending registration request
Moved registration key to database so retailer has to enter it only once for all workstations
Added time limit to the registration key. Updated Registration form and About form to show the
expiry date
June 2010
Added stats to bottom of main list view to show total number of items, plus quantity built, on hand,
and committed for the current selection
March 2009
Added Label4 for Cognitive printers (label with store name)
Added Supplier filter
Changed Avail column header to On Hand to avoid any confusion with lookup labels in RMS
Fixed cursor position bug that affected label printing after SN edit (wrong label was printed)
March 2008
Replaced ListView with Grid on both main form and SN form to match other applications
Added code to use grid lines and alternate row color settings from Power Ops; if Power Ops is not
installed on the machine green is used as the default alternate row color
Added checkbox to show Transfers on Serial Number form; this is unchecked by default
Made following changes to the main form:
a. Added brand column
b. Added Sale Price column
c. Description shows ExtDescription as mouse over
d. Avail shows QOH & Pending on mouse over
e. Sale price shows "Permanent markdown" or sale dates on mouse over
Added Build List combo next to the Serial number textbox with several filter options
Added code to support "begins with" search. If user prefixes the search string with a ~ (tilde) prefix,
Serial Editor will perform a begins with search
Added ability to view Item picture; picture button is only enabled if the item has a picture file
specified in Item Properties
October 2007
Added code to allow user to pick between using Email client or Notepad when requesting a
registration key
Added code so all forms center on main form
Added code to SN Edit form to warn user if they try to close without saving
Added checkbox option on main form to include inactive items
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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March 2007
Added code to reset database name if error is returned while loading custom captions; allow user to
enter correct database
Changed sale price calculation (label printing) so it also works if there is only one date set; fixed bug
in the calculation
Added code so title will flash if expiring within 3 days
Added code to decide if database is RMS v1 or v2 and read info from appropriate table
Made changes to Register form to show the SN for v1 and ID for v2 database
Updated About form to read store details from HQ Configuration table when connected to HQ
database
Added code to encrypt the password in the registry
Updated Add Button utility to also encrypt the password
Added ability to email key request from register form; message includes store details
August 2006
Added POS to title of DLL (POS version) so both Manager version (EXE) and POS version can run
at same time.
Added code to prevent the DLL from going into a loop if invalid database or key parameters are
entered.
Increased number of price labels to 9.
Add new fields to the labels. Labels can now print:
<<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>, <<ExtDescription>>,
<<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>, <<Cost>>, <<Price>>,
<<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>, <<LastReceived>>,
<<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>, <<CategoryCode>>,
<<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>, <<PrimarySRN>>,
<<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>
Added a form to allow the user to change the transaction to Workorder or Layaway item with serial
number is not in stock (Add to Sale).
February 2006
Added exact match text search (=text)
Added multiple values search (text separated by commas)
Updated routine to load data faster
Load sub-description titles from database
Allow SN scan and sell in POS
New Tutorial link (see About, Online Tutorial)

1.3

Configuration

1.3.1

Add Button to POS
If you did not perform this step during installation select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions,
DRS Serial Editor, Add Button to POS.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Click on Add Button and a confirmation will appear.

Exit POS (if already running) and return to POS. The Custom POS Button should appear on the right
side of the screen.

If Custom POS Buttons are not visible on your screen press Ctrl-F6 Screen and select the Transaction
Screen tab. Check off the display option and enter a percentage relative to your screen resolution
(typically 12-18%).

Click OK to display your settings.

1.3.2

Database connect
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Serial Editor,
Serial Editor.
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Once Serial Editor loads select Database, Connect.

This will pop-up the login window (unless another DRS utility has already been installed and configured
on the same PC).

Database Login:
Server: Name of your RMS server. Use (Local) if Serial Editor is installed on the PC where your RMS
database resides.
User Name: SQL Server User Name (default = sa)
Password: SQL Server Password for above user. Your SQL database password is created when you first
installed MSDE or SQL Server.
Database: The name of your RMS database (located under RMS Administrator, File, Configure).
Connection Timeout: 15 should be fine; increase if you have a slow network connection.
Click on Connect to confirm connection. If successful you will be returned to the main screen.
NOTE: The initial entry of database connections settings will update these settings for all DRS
applications currently installed. Subsequent changes will need to be entered for each application on an
individual basis.

1.3.3

Registration
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Serial Editor,
Serial Editor.
Once Serial Editor loads select About, Register.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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This will pop-up the registration key entry window.

IMPORTANT: Your company information must be correct before requesting a registration key. To edit
your company information select Store Operations Manager, File, Configuration, Store tab. Make
sure company name, city, state, zip, and phone number are correct. There is a charge to re-issue a
registration key for an incorrect address or change of address.
RMS v1.x: Your serial number will begin with QC for Store Operations.
RMS v2.x: Your serial number will be an alphanumeric entry.
Serial Number: If your serial number is not listed correctly, you must first connect to your database.
To secure a license key, click on the envelope icon
and follow the instructions to email your serial
number and company information to register@digitalretailer.com.
Key: When you receive your registration key, insert the key into the box provided and select Save. This
will license all PCs running the same version of the application on the local network.
Expiration: Date shown will indicate the last day the software will run without renewing the license, To
renew, click the envelope icon

and follow the instructions.

NOTE: The expiry date will show in the title bar of the application when 30 days are remaining and start
blinking when 15 days are left. The registration form will appear when 5 days are remaining. You should
renew your license during this period to ensure continued operation. Click the envelope key and follow
the instructions. The expiry date is also displayed in the About form.
NOTE: If you are installing a DRS bundle and connect to a Store Operations database, you can enter the
master key and it will be saved for all applications in the bundle that support a master key. If you
subsequently connect to a HeadQuarters database, you must enter the registration key for each DRS
application even if it is the master key.
IMPORTANT: This application is licensed by workstation count as defined in Store Operations
Manager, Databases, Registers, Register List. The count is listed in upper right. Additional licensing
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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fees apply if you move from one count bracket to another (1 PC, 2 PCs, 3-5 PCs, 6-10 PCs, 11-15 PCs,
etc.). A new license key is also required.

1.3.4

Item Captions
Serial Editor was originally designed to work with matrix items where Sub-Description 1, 2 and 3 are
used for Size, Color, and Brand. However, you can change the order and function of these fields to suit
your needs. We recommend that you label these entry fields to ensure consistent results for data entry.
To label the sub-description fields select Manager, File, Configuration, Captions button, Item tab.

You will also need to enable Show previously defined Item SubDescriptions under Manager, File,
Configuration, Options, Item options.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Manager Options
To complete Serial Editor setup run Manager, File, Configuration, Options, Serial Number options
and select the following options.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Allow POS serial number creation should not be enabled if you want Serial Editor to control the
creation and maintenance of serialized items. However, this option can be enabled when you are first
implementing Serial Editor to handle units that have not yet been entered. Once all serialized items have
been counted and existing serial numbers entered, you should disable this option. Cashiers should be
instructed to use Serial Editor when selling serialized units, especially when the item requires assembly
prior to delivery. Cashiers should only sell serialized units with valid serial numbers on file, or assign
items with temporary serial numbers to workorders or layaways (for later pickup/delivery).
Require serial number when receiving inventory should not be enabled if you want Serial Editor to
generate temporary SN's when receiving products.
Synchronize quantity with serial numbers should not be enabled for the same reason. Serial Editor
will generate temporary serial numbers based on the quantity received and the currently empty serial
number buckets. This synchronizes your serial number entries with quantities and identifies each unit
with a unique number and date stamp.

1.3.6

Sales Reps (Assemblers)
Assemblers are selected from the Sales Rep entries in RMS. To enter your assemblers run Manager,
Database, Sales Reps.
NOTE: Sales Reps can have the same IDs as Cashier entries if your assemblers also ring in sales in
POS.

1.4

Step by Step Quick Guide
The following step-by-step guide will ensure you receive the most benefit from the Serial Editor utility.
We suggest you print out these instructions for employees by selecting the Print button above.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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This guide assumes you have completed setup and configuration as instructed in this Help file. Repeat
installation at all PCs where Serial Editor will be run. Serial Editor should be installed at POS stations,
plus any back office PCs where serialized items are processed (received or assembled).
Serial Editor is designed to replace any paper based control ticket system you may be using now to
track boxed versus assembled units. While you could use a ticket based system in parallel with Serial
Editor, that defeats the purpose (paperless unit control). If you are concerned about transitioning to a PC
based system, we suggest running Serial Editor in parallel with your current system for a new shipment
or two, then phase out your paper based system once you are satisfied with the results.
Serial Editor uses the three serial number fields in RMS for the following functions.
SN1 -- Actual serial number or temporary box number (20 character limit)
SN2 -- Assembler's ID (Sales Rep number); can also be used to indicate location prior to assembly (20
character limit)
SN3 -- Assembly Date; can also be used to add additional information after assembly such as location
or condition (12 character limit)
Tutorial & Help
View the Serial Editor tutorial if you haven't already. To launch the tutorial, select About, Online
Tutorial.
Review this Help file for detailed instructions on running Serial Editor. Click the Help button or press F1
to receive context-sensitive instructions for the form you have selected in Serial Editor.
Work Flow Procedure -- Receive, Label, Assemble, Sell
Step 1 -- Receive new serialized inventory and assign SN1
Option A: Enter serial numbers (SN1) while receiving a PO; if SN is known or supplied on the invoice.
To enter serial numbers by line item, click the ellipsis button (...) in Qty Received column.
Commit the PO.
Option B: Receive serialized items without serial numbers, then generate temporary box numbers (SN1)
Use Receive All button on the PO to skip serial number entry.
If receiving a partial PO, use Receive All then remove entries by clicking on ellipsis button (...).
Commit the PO, then run Serial Editor, and click Gen Temp SN's button.
This locates all serialized entries on file where quantity on hand is greater than available SN1 entries,
and populates SN1 with a temporary box code. Temporary box numbers consist of a T followed by a
sequential number plus date stamp.
WARNING: Serial Editor assumes quantity on hand counts are correct. Do not run Gen Temp SN's
unless this is true. If necessary, adjust your counts before creating temporary SN's the first time. Once
in sync, the only items requiring temporary SN's will be those items just received (if Option B above).
Step 2 -- Label boxes
If you entered SN1 entries while receiving the PO, you could use the Label function in Purchase Orders
to print box labels. However, the labeling procedure is much faster using Serial Editor.
Run Serial Editor and click the Labels button.
Select Supplier and PO Number (default is last PO received with serialized items).
Click Next and follow the onscreen instructions to print all labels.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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NOTE: Labeling only works if you have a dedicated barcode printer such as Cognitive Advantage plus a
Generic Text-only printer driver installed for the printer port. Send your labels to this driver when printing.
TIP: If you entered actual serial numbers when receiving the PO, you may want to attach the label to a
hang tag and attach the hang tag to the box (or use a plastic packing sleeve). Otherwise attach the
temporary box number label to the box and print a final label for the item during the assembly process.
Step 3 -- Use Serial Editor whenever assembling serialized items
Run Serial Editor to locate the unit being assembled.
Highlight the item and double-click or click View.
Click Edit to mark the entry as assembled.
If a temporary box number is listed in SN1, change this entry to the actual serial number.
Select Assembler in drop down list.
Assembly Date defaults to today (format is YYDDMM to ensure valid sorting).
Click Save.
Click Label button to print a price label for the item or hang tag as needed.
TIP: Serial Editor includes drop-down filters to list assemblies by priority such as committed on sales
orders but not yet assembled, or all units with none assembled, or units sold or received in last 30 days
See Build List for details.
Step 4 -- Use Serial Editor in POS to search for and sell serialized items
Select Serial Editor (or Power Ops) in POS whenever selling a serialized item. Serial Editor includes
additional logic to ensure cashiers properly select SN entries during a sale. For example, temporary
box numbers can only be assigned to a sales order (backorder, workorder, layaway). This ensures the
actual SN is entered before the sale is finalized (item picked up).
Serial Editor also provides a quick and easy way to view boxed versus assembled units, plus search
for serialized inventory by description or price range. If the item hang tag includes a barcode for the
SN1, you can also scan that barcode into Serial Editor to locate that unit.
IMPORTANT: Serial Editor relies on the accuracy of your inventory counts. To verify your on hand
quantities match available serial numbers on fie, periodically run the Serial Number Discrepancy
Report found in Manager, Reports, Custom.This report will identify any items that need correction.
Double-click on the Item Lookup Code to view Item Properties and make corrections (Inventory tab for
counts, Serial tab for SN entries).
Please direct all feedback, ideas, and bug reports for Serial Editor by using the Make a Suggestion link
in the Help file. These posts go directly to the development team for review and inclusion in a future
release.

1.5

Operation

1.5.1

General
You can press Esc on any form to return to the previous form, or to exit the program from the main
screen.
Columns can be sized to view all data in that column. Hover over the separator line between columns
with your mouse and the cursor will change to a cross with left-right arrows.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Right-click and drag the column to fit, or double-click on the cross to auto-size the column to its longest
entry.
To reset the list view to its default column width settings, press F8.
This application includes hot keys to support fast keyboard operation of menus, buttons, and screen
layout.
F3 -- clears string search entry boxes without affecting combo box selections
F5 -- refreshes list view; useful when database changes have occurred on other stations
F6 -- resets the search criteria and clears any list views
F8 -- resets the column width to the default settings on list views
Hot keys also include Alt-X combinations for menu and button options.

Example: Alt-V for View, Alt-C for Close
If you do not see underlined characters on most buttons and options it means this feature is set to
hidden in Windows. To enable this feature go to Display Properties, select the Appearance tab, then
the Effects button. Make sure "Hide underlined letters for keyboard.." is unchecked.

Bright blue text is used whenever a checkbox option has been enabled to aid quick identification.
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Dark blue text is used for instructional messages.
We welcome and encourage your feedback to help us improve this application. Please send your
comments and suggestions, or any problem reports, to our Suggestions box.

1.5.2

View/Edit
Serial Editor defaults to list all serialized units in stock sorted by description. You can filter the list by
selecting a combo box option at the top of the screen including department, category, and subdescriptions 1, 2, and 3 (such as size, color, and brand or style).
NOTE: If only one department in your item database contains serialized items, that department will be
pre-selected.
NOTE: Sale price column works for items with start/stop sale dates. The only scheduled sale option
supported by DRS add-ins is an entry labeled 'Permanent Markdown' configured as active for all days/
times.
Once you locate the item you wish to view or edit, double-click on the line item or highlight the line and
click on View.

You will now see a list of all current serial numbers on file including temporary serial numbers (if
assigned).

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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From this screen you can Add a serial number, Edit an existing entry, print a Label, or view Sold or
Transfer units.
The Status column will indicate Available, Committed (layaway or workorder), Offline (unavailable for
sale), Not Committed (received on open PO, but not yet committed), Transferred Out, or Sold (when
View Sold is checked).
NOTE: The Committed feature is only available if you use Serial Editor in POS to select which
serialized unit is assigned to a workorder or layaway. This feature also works with DRS SWAT
Search™ and DRS Power Ops™.
To view Transfers or Sold units, enable the checkbox option. Transfers is normally used for inter-store
transfers in an HQ environment, but may also indicate units transferred back to a supplier.
Available column indicates Qty In Stock minus Qty Committed (orders) + Qty Pending (received/not
committed). You can mouse-over this column to view the calculation.
Click Add to enter a new serial number. You will use Edit instead of Add if you assign temporary serial
numbers to boxed units when received.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Enter the Serial Number and select an Assembler from the drop-down list or type in the ID (Sales Rep).
The Assembly Date will default to today's date. The date format is YYMMDD to allow the Serial Number
Report to sort by oldest to newest. Click Save then Close to exit.
If you attempt to add more serial numbers than the quantity on hand you will receive a warning.

To edit an existing entry double-click on the line item or click Edit.

You can only Edit a serial number (or temporary serial number) that has already been added. Editing
allows you to change the serial number, assembler ID, or date of assembly.
Tip: You can exit Serial Editor at any time by pressing the Esc key. The Refresh button will update
entries that may have been changed at another station while Serial Editor has been left idle.

1.5.3

Search
There are several quick search options built into Serial Editor including combo box filters at the top of the
screen followed by a text string search, price range search, serial number lookup, and build list filters.
Combo Box Filters

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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The combo box selections include Department, Category, Sub-Description 1 (Size), Sub-Description 2
(Color), and Sub-Description 3 (Brand), or Supplier. If only one department in your database contains
serialized items, that department will be selected by default.

Combo box filters can be selected individually or in combination. When a department or dept/category is
selected succeeding filters will be limited to the associated entries on file. Example: If you select a
category that contains items in size S, M, L, and XL, those will be the only entries listed under Size
selection. If you select a category that contains items in red and blue, those will be the only entries
under Color.
NOTE: Sub-description combo boxes will list all possible entries for a selected category. You cannot
limit colors to those that come in specific sizes or vice versa. You can, however, view all sizes, colors, or
brands associated with a particular category.
Description/ILC String Search
By default Serial Editor will list in stock serialized items sorted by description. Type the beginning item
description into the Description/ILC search box to jump to a matching item. Hit <Enter> to locate your
text string anywhere in the description or ILC. The separators % and & are also supported to help you
narrow the results. The equal sign = can be used to execute an exact search and commas provide for
multiple values in the same search. A tilde (~) can be used to execute a "begins with" search.
Examples:
gi will immediately jump to and highlight the first entry starting with the letters gi.
superpro <Enter> will locate and list only items with superpro in ILC, Description, Ext. Description,
or Alias.
15002 <Enter> will locate and list only this ILC (this also works if the item's barcode is scanned).
girl%red will locate any items with girl followed by red within ILC, Description, Ext. Description, or
Alias when searching in ILC or Description. You can also search sub-description columns
exclusively by clicking on the associated column header.
girl&red will locate any items with girl and red in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description and
Notes) or girl in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description and Notes) and red within Subdescriptions 1-3, irrespective of which column you are searching in.
=15002 will locate an exact match on ILC or full description. This is handy when you are trying to zero
in on one item when other items contain a portion of the same text string.
15,16 will locate multiple occurrences of different values. Example: Sub-description2 might contain the
sizes 15" and 16". By separating those values by commas, both entries would be found.
~acc will locate items that begin with "acc" in ILC or description. This is useful if your ILCs contain a
meaningful prefix or your descriptions are formatted based on rules.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Columns include Size (Sub-description1), Color (Sub-description2), Brand (Sub-description3), plus Qty
Built, Qty in Stock, Qty Committed (orders), and Sale Price.
Clicking on the Item Lookup Code column will switch Search mode to ILC/Description. You can also
search by Size or Color or sort a list by clicking on a column header.

.
Example: Sort by Built or Qty Committed column to view all unbuilt models or all committed units.
Committed units are those assigned to layaways or workorders.

To view customer names for units on a workorder or layaway, double-click on the highlighted line item or
highlight the line and click on View.
Price Range Search
To locate items by price range enter a dollar figure or an upper and lower bound range into the
appropriate text box. A price range must be separated by a dash. Less than or greater than can be
expressed using > and < or + and -.
Examples: 500, 600-800, >1000, <500, +1000, -500

All results will be based on +/- 10% of the dollar value(s) entered. This ensures items priced at $469 are
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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displayed if you enter $500 or $1100 if you enter $1000.
Find Serial Number
To find a serialized unit by the exact serial number, enter or scan the serial number into the appropriate
search box.

If an exact match is found the serial number selection screen will be shown.

TIP: For fastest operation review the shortcut keys and hot keys under the General topic.

1.5.4

Build List
The Build List combo filter allows you to quickly view candidates for assembly based on logical lists. You
can use this feature to decide which units need to be built based on priority.

Options include:

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Committed but not built only lists items that have unbuilt entries assigned to sales orders (workorders
or layaways). For example, a temporary SN assigned to a workorder waiting to be built.
Committed on orders will list items that require assembly to fulfill sales orders (workorders or
layaways).
Other build list options for None assembled or Sold, Received, or Quoted in last 30 days allow you
to list items and sort by quantity to compare the ratio of built to unbuilt.

1.5.5

Temporary numbers
This feature of Serial Editor eliminates paper based control tickets and allows you to generate temporary
serial numbers to track individual boxed units. This feature also allows you to tag serialized units with
box numbers or print price labels for serialized items without entering the serial numbers at time of
receiving.
When you receive a shipment of serialized products you have the option to enter serial numbers. If you
do not enter serial numbers you cannot print the correct number of price labels since label quantity is
tied to number of serialized units entered. To resolve this issue use Serial Editor to assign temporary
serial numbers for those products.
NOTE: You must exit the purchase order by clicking OK before using this feature or the temporary
numbers created will be over-written when Gen Temp SN is run again.
Procedure:
As soon as you enter your received quantities on the purchase order click Commit and OK, or click OK
only if you are not ready to commit the PO. This will exit the PO and return you to the Purchase Orders
list. Now select Utilities, DRS Serial Editor.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Click on Gen Temp SN's.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Click Yes.

This will generate a series of temporary codes starting with T00001-YYMMDD. Example:

Close Serial Editor and return to your purchase order. Label printing options include printing labels by
quantity received or by unit. Choose the unit option if you want labels to include the serial number or
temporary serial number for each item.
Option 1 -- Labels by unit within Serial Editor
NOTE: Currently the labeling option in Serial Editor only supports barcode labels in PCL (Printer Control
Language) format. This means you must install a Generic Text-only printer driver and not use the
Windows driver for your barcode printer when using this feature.
This routine streamlines the printing of labels for serialized items. After your have OKed or Committed
your Purchase Order, run Serial Editor and select Labels.
Option 2 -- Labels by Quantity Received
Click on Labels, then Quantity ordered, then Add All.
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To print price labels click Next and proceed as normal.
Option 3 -- Labels by Unit within Purchase Order
Click on Labels, then Back. Check off Serial Number Detail, then Next. Check off Quantity ordered,
Set Quantity, then Add All the items to the Print list. You will also need to select All then OK for each
line item entry.
To print price labels click Next and proceed as normal.
Alternate method -- print labels by Item Lookup Code.
To print labels containing the temporary serial numbers, hover over the Item Lookup Code on the
purchase order until the magnifying glass appears, then double-click to view Item Properties.
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Click on Labels.

Locate the first temporary SN you just added and hold down the Shift key. Use the cursor or mouse to
select multiple entries until you have highlighted all of the temporary numbers you just created. Tip: To
quickly select all temporary numbers press Ctrl-End to jump to the bottom of the list. Then hold down the
Shift key and cursor up to the first number created from that purchase order. The temporary numbers will
show a natural break between old and new temporary numbers. Click OK to continue.
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Click Next and proceed as normal to print labels but select a label format that includes SN1 (Serial
Number 1)
Repeat the selection process for each item on the purchase order that you want to print box labels for.
Option 4 -- Labels by Purchase Order or Unit within Serial Editor
This option is available from within Serial Editor and offers a streamlined method to print labels. This
option only supports barcode labels in PCL (Printer Control Language) format. This means you must
install a Generic Text-only printer driver and not use the Windows driver for your barcode printer when
using this feature. Contact Support if you are unsure how to configure this setup.
Temp SN Box Labels:
There are two label formats provided for printing serial numbers on labels. One is called 'Avery 5160 with
SN1' and the other is installed for Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron barcode printers (if you selected this option
during the installation).
NOTE: If your supplier provides serial numbers on invoices or packing lists you can enter serial numbers
during receiving and immediately print price labels (or box labels) that include those serial numbers. The
difference is labels with actual serial numbers have to be matched to the box containing that serial
number. Temporary serial numbers can be placed on any box.
You can use DRS Serial Editor to replace a temporary serial number with the actual serial number
whenever a boxed unit is assembled, delivered, or shipped.
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1.5.6

Picture
The Picture button is activated if an image filename is present for the selected item.

Large will render the image in the native pixel size. Example:
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If an image filename exists on file, but cannot be found, the missing filename will be identified.
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Labels
When Serial Editor is run from Manager or as a standalone application, a Labels button is enabled.
This option allows you to print labels by selected purchase order or by unit.
NOTE: You can only use this option if you have a Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron barcode printer installed with
a Generic Text-Only driver (not a Windows driver). You cannot use custom labels created with Label
Designer.
To print by purchase order click on Labels from the main Serial Editor window.
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Next select the supplier for the associated purchase order. If the purchase order was not assigned to a
supplier select Unassigned.
NOTE: Only suppliers with purchase orders containing serialized items will be shown.

The last purchase order received from the selected Supplier will appear in the PO Number box. Change
this if necessary to match the purchase order you wish to print from. Purchase orders will be listed by
date of receipt in descending order. All partial or open with received items or closed PO's within the last
30 days are listed for each supplier.
Select a Printer.
NOTE: Currently the labeling option in Serial Editor only supports barcode labels in PCL (Printer Control
Language) format. This means you must install a Generic Text-only printer driver and not use the
Windows driver for your barcode printer when using this feature.
Select a Label Format. Up to 9 Label formats are supported for each printer brand. Three sample
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formats are included with Serial Editor.
Example: Standard, SALE Price, Serial Number

The formats available will depend on the labels installed in the folder DRS, DRS Serial Editor. These
labels can be customized by request (Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron printers). Contact your RMS reseller if
you need custom labels in PCL format.
TIP: If you have the programmer's guide for your barcode printer you can edit the label formats using
Notepad (or use the label software included with the printer and print to a file to view the commands).
Make a backup copy of the originals before doing so. Contact your RMS reseller if you need
assistance.
Possible entries include:
<<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>, <<ExtDescription>>,
<<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>, <<Cost>>, <<Price>>,
<<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>, <<LastReceived>>,
<<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>, <<CategoryCode>>,
<<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>, <<PrimarySRN>>,
<<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>
The label formats reside in the folder DRS, DRS Serial Editor (Label1.lbl, Label2,lbl, Label3.lbl). You
can also replace a label with another file of the same name.
Click Next to continue and proceed to the selection window.
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Select which items you want labels for. To select all items click on the double-arrow button
. You can
also move items by double-clicking on them in either column, or move multiple items by highlighting
them then click on the single arrow

.
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Click Print All to print all labels immediately.
Click Print Selected to view and select individual units before printing.
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Make your selection or click the double-arrow to select all, then Print.

To print labels for single units, double-click on the item you wish to print or select View from the Serial
Editor main screen.
Select the unit your wish to print labels for and click Label.
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Select your Printer and Label Format and click Print.
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Add to Sale
When Serial Editor is run from POS, the Add to Sale button is enabled. This option allows you to select
an item, pick a serial number, and push the selected entry back to POS. Add to Sale is not active when
Serial Editor is run in Manager or as a standalone application.
You can use Serial Editor in POS to quickly locate assembled units and sell them. You can also assign
a specific serialized unit (or temporary number) to a layaway or workorder.

Select an item to sell and click Add to Sale or press Alt-S. The product's serial numbers will be
displayed.
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Select a serial number and click Add to Sale or press Alt-S. You can also scroll to a serial number and
press Enter .
If you select a temporary serial number or out-of-stock item, you will be prompted to change the sale to a
workorder or layaway.

If you select a temporary number, you can later use Serial Editor to update that entry and the SN will be
updated on the sales order.
If no serial number is added to the workorder or layaway, you will be prompted to select a SN in POS
before delivering the item.
Tip: You can exit Serial Editor at any time by pressing the Esc key. The Refresh button will update
entries that may have been changed at another station while Serial Editor has been left idle.
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Serial Number Report
Select Manager, Reports, Items, Serial Number List.
This report shows all serialized entries to date. The default report lists active serialized inventory that has
not been sold.

NOTE: This report will show all unbuilt units only if you enter serial numbers at time of receiving or if you
assign temporary box numbers to all unbuilt units.
To view sold entries click on the Filter icon
Inactive=No filter and click Remove.

in the toolbar and set Status=Sold, then highlight the
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Click OK to display the Sold list.

1.6

Contact Info
Digital Retail Solutions Contact Information
info@digitalretailer.com
Mailing Address:
Digital Retail Solutions Inc.
2014 Electric Rd PMB 205
Roanoke, VA 24018-1938
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